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Dreaming…A World Born Anu 

 

Kwadwo Gyasi Nkita-Mayâla 

1/23/05 

 

27 mothers spread cross 3 continents 

3 groups of 9 

The first in Abibiman⊕ 

S-p-r-i-n-k-l-e-d round equatorial heartlands  

Beating out ancient ancestral rhythms 

The second to the East 

S-c-a-t-t-e-r-e-d long pacific basins  

Made colorful with dreamtime resonance 

The third to the West  

S-p-r-e-a-d o-u-t on both sides the muddy waters  

Flowing with soulful syncopations    

 

27 mothers spread cross 3 continents 

3 groups of 9 

Crouching cornrow-to-cornrow 

Each in their 27th year 

Each giving birth to their 3rd child 

 

After  

3x4 months of promise-filled carrying  

And  

4x3 hours of pain-filled labor 

36 heads emerge from 27 Black wombs into 

18 receiving Black hands 

Midwifes 

No artificial lights  

No 

None here 

No latex touches rushing to perform ceremonial castrations 

 

Just… 

Naked skies 

Mountains 

                                                 
⊕ The land/nation of the Blacks 
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Trees 

Flowers 

Flowing springs 

Birds singing songs of 

Akwaaba⊕  

To these living Suns… 

Born at last 

Born Anu  

 

Living Suns 

Warm with glowing radiance 

Strong 

No stillborns among um’ 

9 single girls 

9 single boys 

9 sets of complementary twins 

 

All blessed with sight 

All blessed with clairvoyant inner-vision  

Fresh from their womb-world  

189 fresh eyes meet, blink  

Glance to and fro’   

Then… 

126 eyes close 

The remaining 63 

Exactly 1/3 

Hone in, gain focus, look deep 

 

144 small/powerful limbs stretch 

Mothers and Suns embrace… 

Like Seeds and Trees exchanging fertile promises of continuation 

 

Then… 

With suddenness 

Vibrating Echoes 

Beating Tones 

Ancient ancestral rhythms 

Colorful dreamtime resonances 

                                                 
⊕ You have gone and come 
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Slow/fast soulful syncopations  

Blast  

Like lightning and thunder 

Igniting open skies 

 

Then… 

The fires rest 

Subsiding to coolness 

Calm winds caress 

Living Suns born Anu 

Shining/Radiating with fresh knowledge of what they must do… 

 

Standing 

Children of the first 9 

Run with untiring speed 

With unshakable purpose 

Earth trembling under their feet 

 

Diving 

Children of the second 9 

Swim with unsurpassed swiftness 

With unwavering determination 

Tidal waves forming under the power of their mighty stroke 

 

Rising  

Children of the third 9 

Fly with unmatched balance and grace  

With fire forged tenacity 

Golden wings hurling Typhoon winds behind them 

 

Then… 

Calm 

 

36 

Running  

Swimming  

Flying  

Suns 

All traveling in the same direction 

Traversing earth, sea and air 
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Moving at the speed of light 

Reach their destination…at last 

 

Encircled by 9 luminescent rainbows 

36 Living Suns 

The children of 27 mothers 

No longer separated 

Smile 

Born Anu 

Shining/Radiating with fresh knowledge of what they must do… 

Converge 

Be  

1 

A-Gain 

Become1again 

 


